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According to the current tradition that has
remained unchanged since 1977, the Upper Vendian
of the East European Craton is subdivided into three
regional stages (horizons): Redkino, Kotlin, and
Rovno. It is generally believed that the Redkino
Regional Stage is characterized by casts and molds of
soft�bodied organisms; the Kotlin, by diverse assem�
blages of carbonaceous compressions; the Rovno, by
the appearance of diverse ichnocoenoses [1]. It turned
out that carbonaceous compressions also occur in the
Redkino Regional Stage as a distinctive fossil assem�
blage [2, 3], whereas almost all casts and molds of soft�
bodied organisms in the Mezen Basin and South Urals
are confined to a stratigraphic interval wedged
between the Redkino and Kotlin and not represented
in the Moscow Basin [4]. It appears that the Redkino
lower boundary is older than previously thought: dur�
ing our fieldwork in 2009, we discovered volcanic tuffs
in the Perevalok Formation of the Sylvitsa Group in
the Krutaya Gora section on the Us’va River (Central
Urals) that yielded a U–Pb�zircon date of 567.2 ±
3.9 Ma (Fig. 1). Considering a Rb–Sr (Cpx + bulk)
date of 608 ± 3 Ma for the explosive picritic breccia
intruded into the Kernos Formation (which underlies
the Staropechny Formation of Redkino Regional
Stage in the Central Urals) and a Sm–Nd (Cpx +
bulk) date of 569 ± 42 Ma for picrobasalts, trachyba�
salts, and trachyandesites of the Dvorets volcanogenic
complex of Upper Kernos Formation [5], the Redkino
lower boundary age can be placed as 570–600 Ma.

Fossils have been rather freely used to subdivide the
Upper Vendian into the regional stages, which inevita�
bly led to inflation of the paleontological characteris�
tic and correlation of heterochronous deposits. By

analogy with the Redkino Regional Stage [3, 4], we
propose to restrict the stratigraphic range of the Kotlin
Regional Stage and match its lower boundary with the
marine flooding surface (mfs) that is traced across the
entire East European Craton (Fig. 2). This surface
transgressively overlies the Redkino and older strata
(locally, the crystal basement) on the southern slope of
the Baltic Shield. In some sections (Valdai Borehole),
the Redkino shales preserve evidence of subaerial
exposure in the form of kaolinite. We place the lower
Kotlin boundary in the base of a thin (4.7–7.6 m) unit
of coarse�grained quartz and quartz–micaceous,
rarely arkosic sandstones of the Gdov Formation. The
main bulk of the Kotlin Regional Stage consists of
gray, variegated, and red�brown clay and thin�alter�
nating sandstones, siltstones, and shales [6].

The lower Kotlin boundary on the southeastern
slope of Baltic Shield (southeastern White Sea area) is
drawn at the base of the Erga Formation. In the sec�
tions along the Bol’shaya Torozhma and Zimn’yaya
Zolotitsa rivers, the lower Erga Formation comprises
interstratified variegated wave�bedded sandstones,
siltstones, and shales of the highstand systems tract
(HSST) transgressively overlying various parts of the
Zimnegory Formation. The base of this unit is marked
by a marine flooding surface and packages (up to 2 m)
of wave�bedded quartz sandstone with conglomerate
lenses. In the sections of Zimnie Gory, the lower Erga
Formation consists of a cyclic stratification of units of
dark gray thin�bedded shales, packages of yellowish
gray sandstones, and intervals of alternating siltstones
and shales. This succession (reaching 30 m in thick�
ness) represents a gentle incised valley fill constrained
by a marine regression surface (mrs) from below and a
marine flooding surface from above and is interpreted
as a transgressive system tract (TST) of the Erga
sequence. The overlying unit of variegated interstrati�
fied wave�bedded sandstones, siltstones, and clays is
coeval with a similar unit at the base of Erga Forma�
tion in the adjacent sections. The sharp facies change
allows direct tracing of the marine flooding surface at
the base of the highstand system tract of Erga sequence
in outcrops and boreholes. We propose to match this
surface with the lower boundary of the Kotlin
Regional Stage in the southeastern White Sea area.
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According to this correlation, the transgressive sys�
tems tract of Erga Formation with a diverse assem�
blage of casts and molds of soft�bodied organisms is
not part of the Kotlin Regional Stage.

In the Moscow Basin, the marine flooding surface
is traced at the base of quartz and arkosic sandstones of
the Pereslavl’ beds of Lubim Formation [7]. In the
Central Urals, we place this surface at the lower
boundary of dark gray and variegated siltstones and
shales of the Konovalovka Member of the Chernoka�
men Formation that overlies various parts of the Cher�
nokamen Formation. The marine flooding surface is
difficult to trace in the Mezen Basin characterized by
the highest subsidence rates on the craton. We draw
the lower Kotlin boundary by the appearance of varie�
gated rocks in the “Mezen Formation.”

We therefore propose to establish the Kotlin
Regional Stage as an equivalent of the highstand sys�
tems tract of the Erga sequence bounded by the
marine flooding surface below and the marine regres�
sion surface above. In order to preserve the correlation
function of the Kotlin for the Upper Vendian stratigra�
phy, we suggest exclusion from the Kotlin Regional
Stage of the Padun Formation of Mezen Basin (and
the lithologically similar Reshm Formation of Mos�
cow Basin) that contains trace fossils Diplocraterion of
the Lontova Regional Stage [8].

The Kotlin Regional Stage is characterized by a
specific assemblage of fossil soft�bodied organisms.
The highstand systems tract of the Erga sequence
(southeastern White Sea area, Mezen Basin, western
slope of the Central Urals) yielded fossil arumberi�
amorph organisms. Three�dimensional casts of
rangeomorphs and psammocorals, casts and molds of
dickinsoniomorphs, bilateromorphs, and tribrachio�
morphs found in the upper part of Winter Mountains
(Zimnie Gory) sections, as well as fossil dickinsonio�
morphs, petalonamae, and rangeomorphs in Konov�
alovka and Krutikha members of the Chernokamen
Formation in the Sylvitsa Rivers sections of the Cen�
tral Urals all have the Kotlin age. Strata cropping out
in the middle reaches of the Onega River on the south�
eastern margin of the Vetrenyi Poyas Ranges and
yielding three�dimensional casts of petalonamae, tri�
brachiomorphs, and rangeomorphs are also related to
the Kotlin Regional Stage [9].

The lower part of the highstand systems tract of the
Erga sequence is characterized by trace fossils, of
which the most important is Psammichnites found in
the lower Erga Formation in the coastal cliffs of the
Winter Mountains (southeastern White Sea area). It is
preserved as a pair of ridges (hyporelief and epirelief)
formed as a result of burrow collapse that was made
within the sediment by bilaterian organisms. These
organisms moved in the horizontal plane and had a
vertical snorkel for collecting detritus from the surface.
When cross�cutting of Psammichnites is observed, an
older trace is not obliterated but instead is superim�
posed by a successive trace implying an intrasedimen�

tary origin. Apart from Psammichnites, the ichno�
coenoses also include relatively large vertical burrows
of sedentary polypoid organisms Bergaueria and
Astropolichnus and vertical burrows of worm�like
organisms Scolithos, as well as trace fossils from the
underlying strata: meandering horizontal meniscate
traces Nenoxites, small epirelief pairs of ridges Archae�
onassa, meandering horizontal traces Planolites, and
small Bergaueria.

The paleontological characteristic of the Zigan
Formation of Asha Group (western slope of South
Urals) is also very interesting. Based on the discovery
of casts and molds of soft�bodied organisms, the strata
are correlated with the Redkino Regional Stage [10].
Sedimentological analyses of Zigan sections demon�
strate that this formation is part of a highstand systems
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Fig. 1. U–Pb�zircon date of volcanic tuffs from Perevalok
Formation of the Sylvitsa Group, Central Urals (a),
and from the Zigan Formation of the Asha Group, South
Urals (b).
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Age, Ma.

tract, with the marine flooding surface as the lower
boundary. This fact suggests correlation of the Zigan
Formation with the Erga sequence. An assemblage of
Kotlin�age fossils was discovered in 2004 in the valley
of Karanyurt Creek (upper reaches of the Askyn River;

western Yashkady Ridge) (Fig. 3). As in the Winter
Mountains, the assemblage includes horizontal “bull�
dozing” traces Psammichnites preserved in positive
hyporelief as a pair of ridges separated by a deep sinu�
soidal furrow that crosses the wave�ripple lamination
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in the host sandstones, as well as trace fossils Bergaue�
ria. In addition to the ichnofossils, the fossil assem�
blage is characterized by three�dimensional and com�
posite negative hyporelief casts of holdfast structures
and rare epirelief molds of frond structures of frondo�
morphs Charniodiscus concentricus, along with three�
dimensional casts of arumberiamorphs. The bedding
surfaces preserved abundant swing marks, the molds of
arcuate scratches and furrows produced by a swinging

motion of rooted organisms (for example frondomor�
phs) in a turbulent current.

A thin bed of volcanic tuffs in the lower Zigan For�
mation in a section located on the northern outskirts
of the town Ust’�Katav yielded a U–Pb�zircon date of
548.2 ± 7.6 Ma (Fig. 1). The marine flooding surface
at the base of the Kotlin Regional Stage marks a major
eustatic event [4] and can be traced directly to the
western margin of the East European Craton. Here, on

(а) (b)

(c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. Fossil assemblage from the Zigan Formation of the Asha Group of the South Urals (upper reaches of the Askyn River, west�
ern Yashkady Ridge). (a) Horizontal “bulldozing” trace fossil Psammichnites (hyporelief, white arrowheads), with trace of vertical
snorkel within sandstone (black arrowheads); (b) trace fossils Psammichnites (black arrowheads) and vertical burrows Bergaueria
(white arrowheads), hyporelief; (c) sedimentary structures “swing marks,” hyporelief; (d) trace fossil Psammichnites, hyporelief;
(e) three�dimensional cast of holdfast of the frondomorph organism Charniodiscus, epirelief; (f) mold of the stem (dashed line)
and segmented frond (white arrowheads mark the segments) of the frondomorph organism Charniodiscus, hyporelief. Scale bar:
10 mm. Depository of the Institute of Petroleum Geology and Geophysics, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences. 
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the Lublin Slope of the craton, two U–Pb�zircon
dates constrain the age of the lower Kotlin boundary
from below: 551 ± 4 Ma in volcanic tuffs of the
S awatycze Formation of Poland [11] and 553 Ma
in volcanic tuffs of the Yaryshev Formation of Podolia
(S. Bowring, MIT, 2004, our samples). Hence, the age
of the lower Kotlin boundary is confined between
551 and 548 Ma.

The Kotlin age is traditionally interpreted as a time
of mass extinction of soft�bodied organisms, global
distribution of macroscopic algae, and a low diversity
of trace fossils [1]; however, these new observations
necessitate a revision of the current view. Thus, the
macroalgae appeared much earlier, in the Redkino
time (600–560 Ma), and became widely distributed in
the pre�Kotlin time [3, 12]. The ichnocoenoses of the
Erga and Zigan formations suggest an increase in
diversity, size, and complexity of behavior of burrow�
ing organisms in wave� and current�agitated settings at
the beginning of the Kotlin (548 Ma). There was a
concurrent decrease in diversity of soft�bodied organ�
isms in these same environments. It is established that
soft�bodied organisms did not go extinct, but were
excluded from the wave� and current�agitated zone by
bilaterians to distributary channel systems, where a
distinctive, globally recognized endobenthic ecologi�
cal association formed. This association also known as
“Nama�type biota” [13] is represented by petal�
onamae and descendants of migrants from more distal
environments (such as the rangeomorph Rangea
schneiderhoehni or the tribrachiomorph Vendoconu�
laria triradiata). Distributary channels systems played
the role of a refugium where the vendobionts survived
until the end of the Vendian.

The maximum taxonomic and numerical diversity
of casts and molds of soft�bodied organisms on the
East European Craton characterizes a stratigraphic
interval intermediate between the Redkino and Kotlin
regional stages [3, 4]. New isotope�geochronological
data allow an estimate to be made of the duration of
this interval. The diversity of casts and moulds sud�
denly increases in the upper Verkhovka Formation in
the southeastern White Sea area and in the Vilukha
Member of Chernokamen Formation on the eastern
slope of the Central Urals, and suddenly decreases
near the base of the Kotlin [14, 15]. This stratigraphic
interval equals 10 million years (557–548 Ma).

In conclusion, tracing of the marine flooding sur�
face at the base of the Erga sequence and the new pale�
ontological characteristic and isotope�geochronologi�
cal data suggest correlation of the Zigan Formation of

the South Urals with the Kotlin Regional Stage. This
correlation emphasizes the importance of the lower
Kotlin boundary for the Vendian subdivision. This
boundary corresponds to the most important transfor�
mation of Vendian ecosystems.
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